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Relationship between the microstructure and nanoindentation
hardness of thermally evaporated and magnetron-sputtered
electrochromic tungsten oxide films
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Tungsten oxide (WOx) films were fabricated by (i) reactive thermal evaporation (RTE)
at room temperature with oxygen ambient pressurePO2

as a parameter, and (ii) reactive
magnetron sputtering (RMS) with substrate temperatureTs as a parameter. The film
structure revealed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, density
measurements, infrared absorption, and atomic force microscopy was correlated with
the nanoindentation hardnessH. The RTE WOx films deposited at highPO2

were
amorphous and porous, whileH depended appreciably on normalized penetration depth
hD (indentation depth/film thickness) due to the closing of the pores at the point of
indentation. Decrease inPO2

from 10 to 2 × 10−3 mtorr led to smaller porosity, weaker
hD dependence ofH, and higher averageH (measured athD ≈ 0.2 to 0.3, for example).
The RMS WOx film deposited at room temperature was amorphous and denser than all
RTE films. The rise in substrate temperatureTs first densified the film structure (up to
110 °C) and then induced crystallization with larger grain size forTs ù 300 °C.
Correspondingly, thehD dependence ofH became weaker. In particular,H of the RMS
sample deposited at 110 °C showed a peak athD slightly above 1 owing to pileup at
the contact point of indentation. For higherTs, pileup occurred at shallowerhD and the
averageH (measured athD ≈ 0.2 to 0.3, for example) rose, accompanied by the
increase of grain size.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tungsten oxide (WOx) is of great potential in the ap-
plication of electrochromic devices (ECD) because of its
high coloration efficiency.1–9 In the past few decades,
great effort has been made to investigate the relation
between the fabrication techniques and conditions, mi-
crostructure, electrochromic properties, and degradation
mechanisms in WOx films during color–bleach (c/b)
switching cycles. It is found that the fabrication tech-
niques and conditions indeed have a strong influence on
the microstructure, which in turn governs the electro-
chromic behavior and degradation of the films.10 On the
other hand, the mechanical properties of WOx films have
received relatively little attention, but they deserve more
investigation because they are also closely related to the
microstructure and can affect the durability and stability
of the devices associated with any mechanical damages.

The objective of this work was to study the relation be-
tween the microstructure and the mechanical properties
of WOx films fabricated by techniques, namely, reactive

thermal evaporation (RTE) and reactive magnetron sput-
tering (RMS), under different conditions. For the RTE
processes, oxygen ambient pressure was varied as a
parameter, while the substrate temperature was kept at
25 °C. For the RMS processes, substrate temperature was
the main preparation parameter. Cyclic voltametry (CV)
was employed to illustrate the electrochromic properties
of some selected samples. The film composition and
structure were investigated by x-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS), density measurements, x-ray diffraction
(XRD), infrared absorption (IR), and atomic force mi-
croscope (AFM). The mechanical properties, in terms of
the penetration depth dependence of hardness and elastic
modulus, were recorded by nanoindentation techniques.
The hardness and elastic modulus data of films fabricated
by different preparation methods and conditions were
interpreted according to the results of structural analyses.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION

By thermally evaporating tungsten trioxide powder
(99.99% WO3) placed in a tungsten boat, WOx films
(hereafter called RTE films) were deposited on indium
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tin oxide (ITO, 30 nm thick, electrical conductiv-
ity 4 3.3 × 103 V−1 cm−1) coated glass plates placed
20 cm above the boat. The substrate was kept at room
temperature and the oxygen ambient pressurePO2

was
varied from 10 to 2 × 10−3 mtorr by a mass flow control-
ler. As shown in Table I, the thicknesses of the films
varied from 177 to 214 nm.

RMS WOx films were deposited by sputtering a tung-
sten target (99.95%) with a 2-in. magnetron sputtering
gun, direct current (dc) powered at 80 W. The ITO-
coated glass substrate was placed 16 cm from the target.
For the preparation of RMS1 to RMS4 (Table I), the
substrate temperatureTs was varied from 25 to 500 °C,
while the gas flow ratio of oxygen to argon ([O2]/[Ar])
was kept constant at 2. RMS5 and RMS6 were deposited
with no substrate heating, and smaller [O2]/[Ar] ratios of
1.75 and 1.36 were used. For all RMS films, the total
ambient pressure was fixed at 10 mtorr. The film thick-
nesst varied from 117 to 638 nm.

III. CHARACTERIZATION

The cyclic voltammograms of samples RTE2 and
RMS1 were recorded using an EG&G Model 273 volta-
meter, with the change in their optical transmittance be-
ing monitored concurrently. The sample was immersed
in a 1 M LiClO4-propylene carbonate solution. The
working, counter, and reference electrodes in the circuit
were the ITO coating, a platinum wire, and a saturated
calomel electrode (SCE), respectively. An alternating
voltage (amplitude4 1.2 or 2 V) was applied between
the working and reference electrodes. The current pass-
ing through the working electrode was recorded. The
corresponding change in the optical transmittance of
the film was monitored simultaneously using a photodi-
ode, which detected the intensity of a HeNe laser beam
passing through the sample.

A Phi Quantum 2000 XPS system equipped with a
monochromatic Al Ka radiation source was used to col-
lect the W4f, O1s, and C1s photoelectron spectra. The
ratio of the relative contents of the elements is equal to

that of the integrated areas above the Shirley back-
ground11 normalized with respect to the corresponding
sensitivity factors, namely 0.733, 3.863, and 0.314 for
the W4f, O1s, and C1s photoelectrons, respectively. A
Philips X’PERT x-ray diffractometer (Cu Ka radiation)
with thin film optics was used to examine the crystallin-
ity of the samples. The theta drive was locked at a graz-
ing angle of 0.65°, and the 2u angle was scanned from 15
to 75°. The IR absorption spectra of the films in the wave
number range of 400–4000 cm−1 were recorded using a
Nicolet’s Magna-TR™ System model 750 Fourier trans-
form infrared absorption spectrometer. The density of the
films was calculated from the thickness determined by an
a-step surface profiler (Tencor P-10, accuracy ±1 nm),
and the mass was obtained from the change in the weight
of the substrate before and after deposition using an elec-
tronic balance (Mettler AT201, accuracy ±0.005 mg).
The error of the calculated density was estimated accord-
ing to the principle of error propagation. A Burleigh
Metris-2000NC atomic force microscope (AFM) work-
ing in tapping mode (resonant peak4 185.5 kHz) was
used to investigate the surface morphology. Both the to-
pographic and phase contrast images were recorded. The
phase contrast imaging method detects the phase differ-
ence between the cantilever’s oscillation and the input
signal for driving the piezoelectric crystal12 and can re-
veal the fine details of a rough surface.

A Nanoindenter IIs (Nano Instruments, Inc.) was used
to measure the hardnessH and elastic modulusE of the
films without experiencing color–bleach cycles. The load
frame stiffness and area function of the diamond tip were
calibrated carefully prior to the measurements.13 Six in-
dentation experiments were made to cover a load range
of 10 mN to 300 mN. An experiment consisted of three
loading segments with progressively increasing maxi-
mum loads. Each experiment was repeated five times at
different locations. Data collected at the same specified
load were averaged to getH andE at a depth. The values
of H and E were extracted from the load-displacement
data according to method described by Oliveret al. It is
assumed that intrusion of tip induces both plastic and

TABLE I. Summary of the results of RTE and RMS WOx films. H andE are the average values of data recorded at indentation depths around
hD 4 0.2 to 0.3.

Sample [O2]/[Ar] PO2
(mtorr) Ts (°C) t (nm) O/W Density (g cm−3) H (GPa) E (GPa)

RTE1 — 10 25 177 3.5 4.1 ± 0.32 0.96 ± 0.1 43.5 ± 3
RTE2 — 6 25 184 3.4 4.5 ± 0.43 1.3 ± 0.1 43.6 ± 3
RTE3 — 4 25 214 3.6 4.7 ± 0.33 2.1 ± 0.1 54.7 ± 2
RTE4 — 2 × 10−3 25 210 3.6 6.9 ± 0.52 3.2 ± 0.2 80.1 ± 1
RMS1 2 — 25 420 2.9 7.7 ± 0.32 3.0 ± 0.2 79.6 ± 4
RMS2 2 — 110 117 2.9 7.3 ± 0.77 5.6 ± 0.2 95.8 ± 4
RMS3 2 — 300 152 3.0 7.5 ± 0.72 5.7 ± 0.5 92.0 ± 6
RMS4 2 — 500 406 3.0 7.7 ± 0.60 7.8 ± 0.3 94.4 ± 2
RMS5 1.75 — 25 485 2.70 8.7 ± 0.24 4.6 ± 0.2 82.2 ± 2
RMS6 1.36 — 25 638 2.41 10.5 ± 0.16 6.4 ± 0.3 107 ± 3
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elastic deformations, and during unloading the elastic
deformation recovers first. The unloading curve is fitted
to the formula:

P 4 B(h − hf)
m , (1)

where B, m, and the final displacement after com-
plete unloadinghf are fitting parameters. The slope of the
unloading curve at the maximum loadPmax (correspond-
ing to the maximum displacementhmax) is thereby as-
sumed to be the unloading stiffness:

S =
dP

dhU
h=hmax

= mB ~hmax − hf!
m−1 . (2)

The contact depthhc between the tip and the surface as-
sociated with the plastic deformation is determined to be

hc 4 hmax − e Pmax/S , (3)

wheree is a constant set at 0.75 for a tip with parabolic
rotation symmetry. The contact areaA at the contact
depth is then obtained from the calibrated tip area func-
tion. The hardnessH and elastic modulusE of the sample
are then given by

H = Pmax/ A~hc! , (4)

and

1 − n2

E
+

1 − ni
2

Ei
=

=p

2

S

=A~hc)
, (5)

wheren is the Poisson’s ratio of the sample assumed to
be 0.25, andvi andEi are the Poisson’s ratio and elastic
modulus of diamond, which are equal to 0.07 and
1141 GPa, respectively.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electrochromic properties

In Fig. 1, the cyclic voltammograms of samples RTE2
and RMS1 are shown to illustrate the typical electrochro-
mic performance of the two groups of films prepared by
the two techniques. For both samples, the coloration ef-
ficiency, defined as the change in optical density per unit
of inserted/extracted charge, reaches a level as high as
0.1 cm2 mC−1, which is comparable to the data reported
by other groups.14 Furthermore, transitions between col-
ored and bleached states are still observable after ten
thousand cycles. The major difference between the two
films is that the J-V loops of RTE2 shrink more remark-
ably after the same number of switching, even though the
driving alternating current (ac) voltage for RTE2 has a
lower amplitude of 1.2 V. This implies that the structure
of RTE films is relatively unstable. Indeed, as discussed
in the following section, the results of structural analyses
reveal that the RTE films are more porous.

B. Structure

First, let us consider RTE1 deposited by thermal
evaporation at the highestPO2

of 10 mtorr and 25 °C. The
film has a high O/W ratio of 3.5 (Table I) exceeding that
of stoichiometric WO3 phase and is found to be trans-
parent. The XRD spectrum does not show any sharp
peaks corresponding to those of crystalline WO3 struc-
ture (Fig. 2), but a broad halo covering a 2u range of
about 15° to 35° is found, verifying that the film is amor-
phous. The small sharp peak at 30.2° is due to the ITO
layer of the substrate. The IR absorption spectrum is
presented in Fig. 3 in two different scales for wavenum-
ber ranges of 400–1200 cm−1 and 1200–4000 cm−1, re-
spectively. A Band I (labeled Band I) consisting of three
components with dip positions at 650, 800, and 900 cm−1

is observed. The first component is close to the IR peak
(at 600 cm−1) reported for magnetron sputtered tungsten
oxide film, which is assigned to the vibration mode of the
disordered W–O framework.15,16The second component
is close to the two IR bands of crystalline WO3 (at 800 or
807 cm−1).17,18The appearance of these two components
indicates that the amorphous network in RTE1 has a
short range order analogous to that in crystalline WO3.
The third component is associated with the stretching
vibration of W4 O terminal bonds, reported to be pres-
ent at the surface of atomic clusters.18 The second band
(Band II) is observed to contain two components at 1430
and 1630 cm−1, and the third band (Band III) appears to

FIG. 1. Cyclic voltammograms of samples RTE2 and RMS1.
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contain four components at 2800, 3000, 3200, and
3400 cm−1. These two bands are associated with the
H–O–H deformation and H–O stretching vibration re-
spectively, and are not observed in bulk WO3 crystal.
The H–O–H groups come from the surface sorbed water
molecules, which continue to dissociate and react with
tungsten oxide, resulting in the generation of the H–O
groups.19 The appearance of these two bands indicates
that the structure of RTE1 is rather porous so that mois-
ture from air is readily absorbed. This explains the low
density of 4.1 ± 0.32 g cm−3 (Table I) as compared to
that of WO3 crystal (7.16 g cm−3), which corresponds
to a porosity of 43%. The phase contrast AFM image of
RTE1, shown in Fig. 4(a), further illustrates that the film
has a rough surface and contains pores. The average
roughness in the imaged area is 14 nm. The highly po-
rous structure results from the thermal evaporation proc-
ess where atomic clusters, such as WO, WO2, WO3,
W2O6, and W3O9, emerge from the melt.20 These low-
energy atomic clusters become immobile after arriving at
the unheated substrate and eventually stack loosely to
form a porous structure.

Next, we consider the effects of changingPO2
on the

RTE samples. RTE1–RTE4 were thermally evaporated at
progressively decreasing ambient pressure from

PO2
4 10 mtorr to the background pressure of

2 × 10−3 mtorr and at room temperature. All these films
have a roughly constant O/W ratio (Table I), and are in
an amorphous state (Fig. 2). All their IR spectra contain
Band I, II, and III, indicating the presence of WO3-like
short range order and pores. However, a decrease inPO2

leads to a weakening of Band II and III (compare the IR
spectra of RTE1 and RTE4 in Fig. 3). This is accompa-
nied by a rise in density (Table I), equivalent to a fall in
porosity from 41% to 3.7%. In addition, from the phase
contrast AFM images of RTE1–RTE4 [Figs. 4(a)–(d)],
the average roughness drops from 14 to 2 nm, indicating
that the films become smoother and less porous with
decreasingPO2

.
For the RMS films, let us concentrate on RMS1 first,

which was deposited at [O2]/[Ar] 4 2 and room tem-
perature. RMS1 is amorphous (Fig. 2) with an O/W ratio
of 3, and is transparent in appearance. The presence of
Band I, II, and III in the IR spectrum (Fig. 3) reflects the
existence of WO3-like short range order and water ab-
sorbing pores in the atomic network. The following evi-
dence indicates that there is a smaller number of pores.
First, Band II and III are weaker than those of the RTE
films. Secondly, the density reaches 7.7 ± 0.32 g cm−3,
higher than those of the RTE films and close to that of

FIG. 2. X-ray diffraction spectra of tungsten oxide films: RTE1
PO2

4 10 mtorr, 25 °C; RMS1 [O2]/[Ar] 4 2, 25 °C; RMS2 [O2]/
[Ar] 4 2, Ts 4 110 °C; RMS3 [O2]/[Ar] 4 2, Ts 4 300 °C; RMS4
[O2]/[Ar] 4 2, Ts 4 500 °C.

FIG. 3. Infrared absorption spectra of RTE1, RTE4, RMS1, RMS2,
and RMS4.
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crystalline WO3, and finally, the AFM image [Fig. 4(e)]
shows that RMS1 is rather smooth with a roughness as
low as 0.7 nm. RMS1 is smoother than RTE4 because
magnetron sputtering involves the condensation of spe-
cies in atomic scale, which can then be closely packed.
Nevertheless, the pores have a significant influence on
the mechanical properties, which will be discussed in
detail in Sec. IV.C.

We then consider the effects of changing substrate
temperatureTs on the RMS samples, RMS2–4 were de-
posited at progressively increasingTs from 110 to

500 °C. As shown in Table I, the change inTs does not
alter the O/W ratio and density within the range of
experimental error. However, the rise inTs induces
the following two main effects. First, forTs ù 110 °C,
Band II and III in the IR spectra associated with water
absorbing pores disappear, indicating that the deposits
formed at elevated temperature experience equivalently
an annealing effect and therefore become much denser.
Second, forTs ù 300 °C, the XRD spectra show charac-
teristic peaks of crystalline WO3 structure and the inten-
sity becomes stronger with increasingTs (Fig. 2),
indicating that the films have been crystallized and the
grain size becomes larger.21 The following facts follow.
First, Band I in the IR spectra becomes sharper. In par-
ticular, two components are identified to be contained in
Band I of RMS4, which are attributable to those of crys-
talline WO3 at 719 and 807 cm−1, respectively.18 Second,
the film surface becomes rougher. The average rough-
ness increases from a minimum value of 0.25 nm for
RMS2 [just before crystallization occurs, Fig. 4(f)] to
2.78 nm for RMS4 [Fig. 4(h)]. The particle size observed
in the AFM micrograph becomes larger (≈70 nm for
RMS4) and the boundaries between the particles are
much clearer.

Finally, RMS5 and RMS6 deposited at lower [O2]/
[Ar] 4 1.75 and 1.36 and 25 °C are tungsten rich, such

FIG. 4. Phase contrast AFM images recorded from a series of (a–d)
reactive thermally evaporated films RTE1–RTE4 and (e–h) a series of
reactive magnetron sputtered films RMS1–RMS4.

FIG. 5. Normalized penetration depth dependence of the hardness of
the RTE films.
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that the film density measured is higher due to the heavy
atomic weight of tungsten. Furthermore, RMS6 becomes
dark brown in color.

C. Nanoindentation

The nanoindentation hardness of the RTE and RMS
films are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, as a func-
tion of normalized penetration depthhD. The hD is
defined as the contact depth between the tip and the
surface divided by the film thickness. This presentation is
preferred for comparing data of samples with different
thicknesses, since results obtained at smallhD reflect
mainly reflect the mechanical properties of the film
samples, but contain less contribution from the substrate
deformation.

The hardness of RTE1 deposited at the highestPO2
is

found to rise markedly with increasinghD (Fig. 5).
The average hardness and elastic modulus obtained at
hD in the range of 0.2–0.3 are the lowest (0.96 and
43.5 GPa) among those of all the samples (Table I).
One explanation for the strong contact depth dependence
of hardness is that when the tip touches the surface of
RTE1, which is very rough (roughness4 14 nm),
the contact is first a multi-asperity contact. The theoreti-
cal contact area deduced from Eqs. (1) to (3) is larger
than the real contact area, such that the measured hard-
ness at shallow contact depth obtained from Eq. (4) is

underestimated.22 However, this is not the main cause
for the rise of hardness in the range ofhD under obser-
vation, since the contact depths used are mostlyù20 nm
(equivalent tohD ù 0.1 for a film thickness of 177 nm) at
which the contact has already become a single-point
contact. Another explanation is required. The phase con-
trast AFM image of RTE1 [Fig. 4(a)] shows exten-
sive porosity. When the indenter tip is driven into the
film, the pores collapse and the film is densified pro-
gressively at the point of contact.23 A rise in hardness
with increasinghD thus results. The AFM image con-
firms this high level of porosity, which can be related to
the low hardness.

RTE2 deposited at a lowerPO2
shows a complex mi-

crostructure [Fig. 4(b)]; it is made of various regions
with different gain sizes and porosity. This specimen
has a higher average hardness 1.3 GPa athD in the range
of 0.2–0.3 compared to RTE1, which can be related to
a microstructure [Fig. 4(b)] denser than the microstruc-
ture of RTE1. The AFM image of RTE3 deposited at a
more lowerPO2

[Fig. 4(c)] illustrates a uniform distribu-
tion of particles; the microstructure is more homoge-
neous, which correlates with a milder contact depth
dependence of hardness, and higher average hardness
and elastic modulus athD ≈ 0.2 to 0.3 of 2.1 and
54.7 GPa. The image in Fig. 4(d), represents the sample
RTE4, deposited at the ultimate background pressure of
2 × 10−3 mtorr. The particle sizes are more uniform and
the microstructure is denser (lower pore density). It ap-
pears that the contact depth dependence of hardness is
further weakened, and the high average hardness and
elastic modulus (3.2 and 80.1 GPa) athD ≈ 0.2 to 0.3 are
related to the density of the film, which is the highest
among the four RTE films discussed above.

We pointed out that the hardness data of all the four
RTE films are constantly lower than that of a blank ITO
coated glass substrate (7.5 GPa), even when the indenta-
tion depth reaches the film/substrate interface. To ex-
plain this feature, one regards the sample as a soft
film on hard substrate composite. The nanoindenter starts
to measure indentation depth from the contact point,
while the penetration depth into the substrate is just
roughly equal to the total depth minus the film thick-
ness. To reach a certain total depth, a lower load is re-
quired for the soft film on hard substrate composite than
that required for a bare hard substrate, such that the
measured hardness of the former is constantly lower than
that of the latter.

For the magnetron sputtered sample RMS1 deposited
at room temperature, thehD dependence of the hardness
of RMS1 is similar to that of RTE4 (Fig. 6), and the
average hardness and elastic modulus athD ≈ 0.2 to 0.3
do not differ too much from those of RTE4 (Table I).
According to the IR data, RMS1 still shows absorption
bands associated with pores which absorb water. The

FIG. 6. Normalized penetration depth dependence of the hardness of
the RMS films.
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AFM image [Fig. 4(e)] shows that its microstructure is
composed of larger particles that appear less compact.
The surface is uneven and there are significant particle
boundary gaps. For such a structure, intrusion of indenter
tip can also cause significant densification with increas-
ing penetration depth, resulting in the prominent depth-
dependent hardness and low hardness values as observed.

RMS2 deposited at a higherTs of 110 °C shows a
uniform surface, and particle size distribution is also uni-
form [Fig. 4(f)]. It is a highly fine-grained material with
minimum amount of porosity. Correspondingly, the two
IR absorption bands related to absorption of water dis-
appear. Densification of films during indentation as
discussed for the above cases is much less significant,
so thehD dependence of hardness is further weakened.
The lack of porosity, improvement of compactness
of the particles, and uniformity of the particle size are
responsible for the prominent rise of the average hard-
ness and elastic modulus (hD ≈ 0.2 to 0.3) to the levels
of 5.6 and 95.8 GPa, respectively (Table I). Distinc-
tively, the plot of hardness againsthD shows a peak
at hD slightly above 1 (just across the film/substrate in-
terface). This feature appears from pileup of the film
surrounding the indenter tip, which is usually observed
for indentation of soft film on hard substrate systems.
Pileup is induced by the constraint of lateral plastic de-
formation of a soft film imposed by the relatively un-
deformable substrate.24 Equation (4) does not take into
account the additional contact area associated with the
pileup, such that the theoretical contact area deduced
is underestimated. This leads to an apparently higher
hardness value, causing the peak in the hardness plot
to appear.

RMS3 and RMS4 deposited at higherTs are crystal-
lized. Their AFM images [Figs. 4(g) and (h)] show that
larger grains are formed with sharper boundaries whenTs

rises. The following consequences result. First, the aver-
age hardness athD ≈ 0.2 to 0.3 rises to 7.8 GPa. Second,
the hD dependence is further diminished because of the
lack of pores. Third, a peak in the hardness plot against
hD is observed, but the peak position shifts towards shal-
lower contact depth. This is possibly because the grains
start to impose additional constraints on the lateral move-
ment of the film material at relatively shallower depths.
Finally, the hardness of RMS4 at deep indentations ap-
proaches that of a blank ITO-coated glass substrate
(7.5 GPa) since the sample is no longer a soft film on
hard substrate system.

RMS5 and RMS6 deposited at decreasing [O2]/
[Ar] 4 1.75 and 1.36 (at 25 °C) contain more tungsten
and are harder than RMS1 fabricated at the same tem-
perature (Table I). In particular, for the most tungsten-
rich sample, RMS6, the hardness and elastic modulus are
rather close to those of metallic tungsten, namely, 6 GPa
and 410 GPa respectively.13

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, tungsten oxide films were deposited
by reactive thermal evaporation with oxygen ambient
pressure as the fabrication parameter, and reactive mag-
netron sputtering with substrate temperature as the
parameter. The film structure ranged broadly from being
porous, amorphous to polycrystalline. Electrochromic
properties of some film samples from the two groups
were demonstrated. The change in the mechanical prop-
erties were interpreted by correlating with the structural
change observed.

RTE samples are highly porous and amorphous. De-
crease in oxygen ambient pressure from 10 mtorr down
to the ultimate background pressure of 2 × 10−3 mtorr
leads to the following results. First, the film structure
becomes less porous, such that the density rises and the
film surface is smoother. Second, because of the highly
porous structure, the intrusion of the indenter tip during
this hardness test induces closing of pores at the contact
point, such that the hardness of all the RTE films rises
considerably with increasing indentation depth. Further-
more, the average hardness and elastic modulus, meas-
ured in thehD range of 0.2 to 0.3, for example, rise
correspondingly from low values of 0.96 and 43.5 GPa to
3.2 and 80.1 GPa.

The RMS film deposited at room temperature is amor-
phous and denser than all of the RTE films. Strong in-
dentation depth dependence of hardness is still observed
because a small number of defects are present as con-
firmed by the emergence of the water-related IR absorp-
tion bands, which cause continuous closing of pores and
densification of the film material at the contact point. The
average hardness and elastic modulus, in thehD range of
0.2 to 0.3, for example, remain low and are comparable
with those of the hardest RTE film. The rise inTs first
causes a decrease in the pore density (e.g., up to 110 °C),
and then crystallizes the film structure (e.g., at about
300 °C), and then further enhances the growth of grain
size. Along with these structural changes, the hardness
becomes less dependent on the penetration depth. Pileup
of the film material occurs at the contact point of inden-
tation, giving rise to the appearance of a peak in the plot
of hardness against penetration depth. Pileup occurs if
the film is not too porous and at the same time is much
softer than the substrate. The lateral movement of the
film material at the contact point is constrained by
the hard substrate. WhenTs increases, pileup, and
thus the peak in the plot of hardness versushD, occurs at
shallower indentation depth because the formation and
growth of grain size could impose additional constrains
to the lateral movement of the film material. Further-
more, when the average hardness within the same range
of hD (e.g., 0.2 to 0.3) is compared, a film deposited at
higherTs is harder.
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